Office for Nursing Research Update – 10/26/2012
Time for another update from the ONR!
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1. New Funded Grants (since the last ONR Update)

Congratulations to the following folks who were recently funded!

- **Marianne Smith** was awarded an NIH R01 for her proposal titled “Improving Mood in Assisted Living Using a Cognitive Training Intervention.”

  To read the press release, see [http://now.uiowa.edu/2012/10/grant-bolster-smith%E2%80%99s-research-late-life-depression](http://now.uiowa.edu/2012/10/grant-bolster-smith%E2%80%99s-research-late-life-depression)

- **Sandra Ramey** was awarded a contract (with the Milwaukee Police Department) from the U.S. Department of Justice, Community Oriented Policing Services program, for her project titled “Evaluating Stress Resilience: A Work site Intervention to Reduce Stress and CVD Risk Factors in Police.”

- **Pat Clinton** and the CON Faculty Practice were awarded a grant from the “Better Futures for Iowans” initiative, supported by the Office of the Provost.

- **Barb Rakel** was awarded a contract from DJO EMPI to continue her research on “Effects of TENS on Pain and Function after TKR (Total Knee Replacement),”

- **Sharon Tucker** was awarded a Healthier Workforce Center for Excellence Pilot Grant (HWCE) titled “Worksite Physical Activity Intervention for Ambulatory Clinic Registered Nursing Staff.”

- **Sharon Tucker** was awarded a grant from the Daisy Foundation for her project titled, “Sustaining Evidence Based Nursing Practices for Fall Prevention in Hospitalized Oncology Patients.”

- **Kathy Clark**, “Body Composition Intervention for Older Women Seeking Weight Management Treatment,” Hartford Foundation Pilot Grant

- **Heide Bursch**, “Effects of Conversation-Based Advance Care Planning on Person-Centered Outcomes,” Hartford Foundation Pilot Grant

Way to go, everyone!

2. Grants Submitted

Federal grants
• Christine Haedtke (PhD student), “Pain and Physical Activity in Depressed Heart Failure Patients,” NIH F31
• Pam Mulder, “Balancing Breastfeeding Promotion & Dehydration Prevention in Newborns,” NIH R03
• Lioness Ayres, “Social Skills, Peer Acceptance, and Self-Regulation in Children with Impaired Mobility,” Dept. of Education Special Education Research Grant
• Victoria Steelman, “Implementing Safe Practices for Prevention of Perioperative Hypothermia,” AHRQ R18
• Anne Ersig, “Next generation at risk: Attribution theory, genetics, & teens,” NIH R03 (Subcontract from UIC, PI: Kathleen Sparbel)
• Sue Gardner, “Decoding the Microbial Bioburden of Diabetic Foot Ulcers: A Genomic Approach,” NIH R01
• Sue Gardner, “Diabetes, lower extremity foot ulcer, neuropathy and NOS1AP variation,” NIH R01 (Subcontract from U Penn, PI: Elizabeth Grice)
• Martha Driessnack, “Using Children’s Drawings to Assess Pain: A Practice-Based Field Study,” NIH R01

Private or Internal grants
• Sharon Tucker and Laura Cullen, “Sustaining Evidence-Based Nursing Practices for Fall Prevention in Hospitalized Oncology Patients,” Daisy Foundation.
• Martha Driessnack and Sandy Daack-Hirsch, “Assessing the Genetic Literacy Levels of Incoming Nursing Students Using the Genetics Literacy Assessment Inventory (GLAI)” ISONG Research Grant
• Sharon Tucker, “Worksite Physical Activity Intervention for Ambulatory Clinic Registered Nursing Staff,” Healthier Workforce Center for Excellence Pilot Grant
• Rita Frantz and Kathryn Dorsey, “Implementation of Nurse Residency Programs by the Iowa Action Coalition,” RWJF State Implementation Program – (Proposal has advanced to be a Finalist)
• Kathy Clark, “Body Composition Intervention for Older Women Seeking Weight Management Treatment,” Hartford Foundation Pilot Grant
• Heide Bursch, “Effects of Conversation-Based Advance Care Planning on Person-Centered Outcomes,” Hartford Foundation Pilot Grant
• Melissa Lehan-Mackin, “Parents’ Perceptions of Roles and Needs for Sexual Education for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders,” UI Social Science Funding Program, OVPR
• Sandra Daack-Hirsch, “Addressing the Decline in the Uptake of the Iowa Maternal and Prenatal Screening Program,” UI Social Science Funding Program, OVPR
• Barbara St. Marie (postdoc, Pain and Associated Symptoms T32), “The Experiences of People Living with Chronic Pain While Receiving Opioids to Manage Their Pain,” NPHF/Purdue Pharma L.P. Pain Management Award.

3. It’s here: The ONR Research Administration ICON Site
We’re pleased to bring you one-stop shopping for all of your favorite ONR resources! The new “ONR Research Administration” ICON site centralizes all of our ONR templates, links, FAQs, funding announcements, and checklists etc. in a single location.

To access the site, go to: https://icon.uiowa.edu/, log on to your ICON Dashboard using your Hawkid and password, and select “ONR Research Administration” from your list of courses. All CON Faculty and a few other folks have already been given access to the site. If you would like to have access and don’t have it yet, please email Linda Hand (linda-hand@uiowa.edu) and we can add you to the list.

If you have any questions or suggestions for resources you would like to see included, please email linda-hand@uiowa.edu. Many, many thanks to Sam Mhatre for helping us to create this!

We will continue to maintain our public website as well: http://www.nursing.uiowa.edu/research/office-of-nursing-research

4. MNRS Student Poster Competitors Chosen
Each fall, CON faculty review the student abstracts being submitted to MNRS and select the very best abstracts to put forward for the MNRS Student Poster Competition. This year, we are pleased that the following students will be representing the CON in the Student Poster Competition at MNRS in Chicago (March 7-10, 2013):

- **Ann Bossen**, “Nature-based Interventions for Persons with Dementia: A Meta-analysis” (PhD category, Advisor Janet Specht)
- **Sophia Chung**, “Exploring the Use of the New Vital Sign (NVS) with Children” (PhD category, Advisor Martha Driessnack)
- **Hyungkyoung Oh**, “Development and Psychometric Tests of Cardiac Health Behavior Scale for Adults with Cardiovascular Risks” (PhD category, Advisor Sue Gardner)
- **Gail Reynolds**, “Standards of Care for Administration of a One Time Dose of Vancomycin Prior to Removal of a Peripherally Inserted Central Catheter to Prevent Sepsis” (DNP category, Advisor Mary Berg)
- **Brenda Winkle**, “Dialectical Behavior Therapy Program for Acute Adolescent Inpatient Units” (DNP category, Advisor Virginia Conley)
- **Claire Hubbard**, “Continence Promotion in Assisted Living” (Undergraduate category, Advisor Janet Specht).

Students will be working with Linda Hand to refine their poster abstracts before they are submitted to MNRS at the end of November. Linda Curran will work with students to create their posters in February. We’re looking forward to another strong showing in Chicago at MNRS in March, 2013!

5. ONR Research Development Series
This fall, we are excited to kick off our ONR Research Development Series, workshops targeting specific skills for research and scholarship. The list of sessions appears below and will cover a range of topics, from statistical training to budgets to authorship.
The September 19, 2012 session in which ONR Statistician **Yelena Perkhounkova** introduced SAS EG was very productive and we hope many folks will join us for the remaining sessions. CEUs will be awarded for attending each session (including the Sept. 19 session). Stay tuned for details on dates and times!

- **Session 2: “Budget Bootcamp” by Nancy Goldsmith, Carol Haack and Linda Thomsen.** Everything you ever wanted to know about budgets: A comprehensive overview of how to create a grant budget, allowable costs, the CON process for budget approval during grants submission, how to monitor and spend a grant budget appropriately, and more. A must-attend for anyone planning or working on a grant-funded project!

- **Session 3: “Best Practices in Authorship” by Ann Marie McCarthy, Linda Hand, et al. (TBD).** The University of Iowa unveiled a new policy on authorship last year. This forum will present recent writings on the concept of authorship, share a variety of authorship scenarios (with case studies for the group to solve), and provide an opportunity for attendees to weigh in on how these policies should be implemented at the CON.

- **Session 4: “Using REDCap for your Research” by Maria Hein and Heath Davis.** REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture) is a “secure, easy-to-use, web-based application for building and managing data entry forms, online surveys and associated databases.” Users can access their project data bases from anywhere in the world and share access with collaborators outside UI. Come and find out what REDCap can do for your data collection needs!

6. **Update on Post-Grant Management – by Linda Thomsen**

   Need Business Reply Labels for your research project and tired of paying high prices for a small number of labels?

   PI’s with research projects that require participants to mail completed paperwork, questionnaires, monitors or devices, etc. back to the PI can now contact Linda Thomsen (linda-thomsen@uiowa.edu) or Nancy Goldsmith (nancy-goldsmith@uiowa.edu) to purchase these Business Reply Labels from the ONR. Once you’ve set up a mailing account number with mail services, this number will be included on the label so that the cost of return postage can be billed directly to your grant. We’ve centralized the ordering of the labels here in the ONR to allow everyone to benefit from the bulk discount. Thanks to Shannon Lehman for bringing this great idea to our attention!

7. **Update on the Scholarly Interest Groups SIGs**

   Our SIGs are off and running again this year! The goal of these groups is to gather research and clinical scholars around high-priority areas of interest to discuss and critique current research and to mobilize groups to apply for new proposal opportunities. This year, the ONR is pleased to offer the following SIGs, led by the following faculty:

   - Pain and Associated Symptoms Journal Club (**Keela Herr** and **Ann Marie McCarthy**)
   - Social Network Analysis (**Anne Ersig**)
   - Writing Group (**Marty Craft-Rosenberg**)
   - Genetic Nursing Journal Club (**Sandy Daack-Hirsch**)
   - Implementation Science (**Sharon Tucker**)
   - Qualitative and Mixed Methods (**Lioness Ayres**)
Please come join us! If you have any question about the SIGs, please contact Linda Curran (linda-curran@uiowa.edu).

Meeting times and ICON sites for the SIGs are posted at http://www.nursing.uiowa.edu/research/journal-clubs

8. 2012-2013 Research Forum Schedule
The 2012-2013 Research Forum Schedule is available online. We've put together a wonderful roster of speakers on a variety of topics. As was the case last year, you will be able to earn CEUs for attending the guest presentation (11-12) and the faculty lunch presentation (12-1).

For the complete schedule: http://www.nursing.uiowa.edu/research/events
For recordings of past Research Forums: http://www.nursing.uiowa.edu/research/past-forums

As always, please feel free to send us your comments and suggestions.

Thanks!
Ann Marie and Linda H.

9. CON Publications
Each month, the ONR Update concludes with a section on new publications authored by folks at the CON. This month, we are including all of the 2012 publications that we have received so far.

To keep us informed, we ask that you share the good news with us if you have a paper accepted for publication: Send Linda Curran (linda-curran@uiowa.edu) the reference along with a pdf of the final print version. This will help us to keep track of new CON publications for our updates.

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA COLLEGE OF NURSING PUBLICATIONS – 2012
(received through 10/25/12)
Listed alphabetically by first CON author
Underline denotes student author


Simon, C., Shinkunas, L., Brandt, D., Williams, J. K. (2012). Institutional review board guidance for researchers on informed consent, individual genetic research results, and genomic incidental findings. Journal of Medical Ethics February 23 epub ahead of print
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